A divergent series which remains divergent whatever be the arrangement of its terms will be called unconditionally divergent THEOREM III. -Every unconditionally divergent series tends towards infinity.
In fact, in such a series g = 1, but this is impossible in a divergent series unless JSf 1 = ±00.
It is easy to see that conversely, every series which tends towards infinity is unconditionally divergent.
A divergent series which becomes convergent after a proper arrangement of its terms will be called conditionally divergent Let g represent the order of such a group, and a i} a 2 , ">,ct n its elements. Since the group contains only g/n substitutions # that do not involve a a for each particular value of a in the series a = 1, 2, •••, w, it must contain g -g/n = n~ g substituai tions that contain any one of the n given a a ? s. Hence all the substitutions of the group contain n ~ gn = (n -l)g elements. As the number of substitutions is g, the average number of elements in all of them must be n -1.
To see that the theorem is also true when a > 1, i.e. when the group is intransitive, it is only necessary to observe that every intransitive group may be resolved into transitive constituent groups, and that the substitutions of these transitive constituents are equally distributed among the substitutions of the intransitive group, f
Applications.
For every substitution of a transitive group which contains less than n -1 elements there must be a sufficient number of substitutions of the nth degree to make the average number of elements in all these substitutions n -1. In particular, for identity there must be n -1 substitutions of the nth 0 4-(n T)n degree, since '-= n --1. Hence the formula t n n n = n -l +(n -3)n 2 +(n -4)n 3 H h n n _ 2 , n a representing the number of substitutions in the group, which contain exactly a letters.
This formula is equivalent to the following : §
n -a n J Here n' a bears the same relation to the subgroup which contains all the substitutions that replace a given letter by itself as n a bears to the entire group.
Let H be the subgroup which is generated by all the substitutions of the nth degree in any transitive group G. If H were intransitive, the average number of elements in all its substitutions would, according to the given theorem, be less * NETTO'S Theory of Substitutions (COLE'S translation), § 61. t BOLZA, American Journal, vol. 11, p. 200. î CAUCHY, Comptes Rendus, vol. 21 (2) 
